
UC Berkeley – PS236b – Spring 2023
Quantitative Methodology in the Social Sciences Seminar

Lecture Time: Tuesday 9am-12pm, Room: Social Science Building 202
Discussion Section: Wednesday, 2-4pm, Room: Social Science Building 791

Instructor: Erin Hartman, 716 SSB, ekhartman@berkeley.edu
Office Hours:

• Thursdays 2-3pm. The first 15 minutes will be open office hours, and the remainder can be scheduled for individual
appointments through the course website.

GSI: Kamya Yadav, kamyayadav@berkeley.edu

• Mondays 10-11am in the GSI room (715 SSB).

Credit Hours: 4

Course website: The course website will be hosted at:

https://bcourses.berkeley.edu/courses/1522021

This will be the main source for all course materials, including lecture notes.

Course Objectives: Social scientists often rely on nonrandom samples, whether due to nonresponse, convenience sampling,
self-selection of treatment, or practical design considerations, when studying descriptive or causal relationships. This class
focuses on design and analysis techniques that allow researchers to draw inferences from non representative data. In particular,
we will study sampling and randomization design and associated estimation techniques; model-assisted estimation; weighting
methods; model-based methods; and sensitivity analyses with applications to survey analysis, experiments, and external validity
of experiments. The main goal of the course is to help students further develop their own research. To that end, students will
complete a research note that course content as applied to their own dissertation research.

Student Learning Objectives:

• Understand and differentiate design-based and model-based approaches to estimation

• Implement common sampling and experimental designs

• Conduct weighting for descriptive and causal effects

• Understand assumptions for, and how to estimate, externally valid experimental effects

• Conduct model-based, model-assisted, and doubly-robust estimation for descriptive and causal effects

Prerequisites: This course assumes that you have a strong foundation in probability and statistics through the PS231 series or
similar. Additionally students should be comfortable coding in R.

https://bcourses.berkeley.edu/courses/1522021
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Ed Discussion: We will use Ed Discussion, which you can access through bCourses, for all online discussion for the course.
Do not email questions about course material to the professor or GSI. You should post and answer questions on the forum. If
you email questions to the instructors, we will request you post them (optionally anonymously) to the forum. Note that, in
addition to posting as yourself, you have the following options (from Ed Discussion):

When creating a thread, you can select the following options:

PRIVATE Only you and the instructors of the course can see this thread. You should use this if the question is
personal in nature or contains your work that cannot be shared with other students.

ANONYMOUS You will appear as anonymous to other students to the course. You are not anonymous to your
instructors.

Email policy: All questions about lectures, problem sets, and other course materials should be posted to the Ed discussion
forum on the course website, rather than directly emailed to the professor or GSI. Personal questions should be addressed during
office hours or emailed directly to the GSI or professor. Emails will be answered during business hours, in a timely, but not
immediate, manner.

Readings: Links to the readings are provided in the course syllabus.
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Course Evaluation

Problem Sets
Problem sets are an incredibly valuable tool for applying and learning the material. There will be seven problem sets to evaluate
understanding of basic concepts and applications of new approaches, which will consist of a mix of analytical and empirical
problems. Problem sets will graded by rubric and detailed solutions will be provided. Late submissions will not be accepted.

Collaboration Policy: Collaboration is encouraged, but each student must write up and submit solutions individually. You must
also note all collaborators and resources you used to complete the problem set.
Submission Policy: Students must write up solutions in R-markdown and LATEX. Students must upload both their ‘.Rmd’ and
their ‘.pdf’ files to the course website before the deadline.

Student Presentations of Readings
There are ten articles marked with a (*). These are papers that students will present, in groups of up to two. Students must
ensure that all “Spot 1”s are filled before they sign up for “Spot 2”. Presenters should send draft slides and schedule a 30
min meeting with Prof. Hartman to go over content no later than the Thursday before the presentation. To keep the class on
schedule, late presentations will not be granted.

Research and Professional Development
Research Note: Students are expected to apply course content to their own research question. To that end, students must submit
a research note that either creates or applies a cutting edge methods to their chosen research topic. While some students may
focus on developing new methods, most students will be applying methods learned in the course to their substantive area of
research. For early stage students who do not have active research questions, speak to me about alternative formats including in-
depth literature reviews. The research note should describe the substantive and methodological problem, the estimation strategy,
and the findings. The research note should be readable by other students in the class. To aid in professional development, the
work will undergo a blind peer review process, after which students will incorporate feedback. Late submissions will not be
accepted without prior approval at the discretion of the instructor.

Brainstorm, Update and Outline A memo outlining the topics of interest will be due early in the semester, and an update
and an outline of any preliminary results will be due towards the middle of the semester. Late submissions will not be
accepted without prior approval at the discretion of the instructor. Where appropriate, one re-grade will be allowed for
unsatisfactory work.

Peer Review Submission A polished draft of the research note will be submitted before the end of the semester to undergo a peer
review process. Each student will receive a blind peer review as well as comments from the editor (professor) and associate
editor (GSI). To keep the class on schedule, late submissions will not be granted.

Final Report The final report is due at the end of the semester. The final report must also include a detailed response memo
addressing reviewer and editor comments, and how changes were incorporated. Late submissions will not be accepted
without prior approval at the discretion of the instructor.

Presentation Researchers must be able to effectively communicate their findings to researchers focused on substantive ques-
tions. To help develop this skill, students must present their research findings during the last two weeks of class. Presentations
will be short, no more than 15 minutes. Feedback from the professor and fellow students must be incorporated in to the final
paper. To keep the class on schedule, late presentations will not be granted.

Peer Review Process
Students will submit a polished draft of their research prior to the end of the semester. Each note will be assigned a blind peer
reviewer, who is tasked with providing written comments. Providing high quality, thoughtful, constructive feedback to your
peers is essential, both in this class and in our field. Feedback should be kind, respectful, and professional. Students who fully
participate in providing a blind peer review will receive full credit. Late submissions will not be accepted.
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Grading Contract
Grading student work can often promote an antagonistic or stressful dynamic in a course that distracts from the business of
learning. The goal of this course is to help you build a quantitative methods toolkit for your own, individual research. This
requires that you try new skills, even if you don’t get it right it on the first try. For these reasons, this course will instead rely on
a form of evaluation called “contract grading” that encourages responsible student behavior and rewards persistence and effort.
My hope is that by clearly outlining the effort necessary to earn an ‘A’ or ‘B’ in this class, you will feel empowered to take risks
when attempting new material and concepts and seek out help without fearing the impact on your grade.

To that end, the following table outlines the contract for receiving an ‘A’, ‘A-’, ‘B+’ or ‘B’ in this course. ‘A+’ is at the
discretion of the instructor. Grades below ‘B’ are at the discretion of the instructor, and indicate the student is not performing
satisfactorily in the course. Students will be alerted if they are at risk of a ‘B’ or below. For students taking the course on
‘S/U’, an ‘S’ is considered ‘B+’ or higher.

Table 1: Contract-based Grading

A A- B+ B

Problem Sets
and
Presentations

Students
must receive
a pass on:

• PS 1

• PS 2 or PS 3

• PS 5 or PS 6

• 2 additional problem
sets

• 2 student presentations

• PS 1

• PS 2 or PS 3

• PS 5 or PS 6

• Option 1: 2 additional
problem sets and 1
student presentation

• Option 2: 1 additional
problem set and 2
student presentations

• PS 1

• PS 2 or PS 3

• PS 5 or PS 6

• 1 additional problem set

• 1 student presentation

Work submitted,
but student
achieves less than
B+ level, or
assignments are
incomplete.

Research
Note:

• Brainstorm, Project
Update, Outline and
Draft turned in on-time
and at passing level.

• Student achieves A- or
higher on final research
note grade.

• Brainstorm, Project
Update, Outline and
Draft turned in on-time
and at passing level.

• Student achieves A- or
higher on final research
note grade.

• Brainstorm, Project
Update, Outline and
Draft turned in on-time
and at passing level.

• Student achieves B+ or
lower on final research
note grade.

Work submitted,
but student
achieves less than
B+ level, or
assignments are
incomplete.

Peer review: Student receives at least a
Satisfactory on the peer
review.

Student receives at least a
Satisfactory on the peer
review.

Student receives at least a
Needs improvement on the
peer review.

Student receives
an Unsatisfactory
on the peer
review, including
for not turning it
in on-time.

More information on contract-based grading can be found here:
Inoue, A. B. (2019). Labor-based grading contracts: Building equity and inclusion in the compassionate writing class-
room. Fort Collins, CO: WAC Clearinghouse.
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Class policies

Diversity and Classroom Climate
Diversity is a defining feature of the University of California and we embrace it as a source of strength. Our differences —
of race, ethnicity, religion, sexual orientation, gender identity, age, socioeconomic status, abilities, experience, and more —
enhance our ability to achieve the University’s core missions of public service, teaching, and research. We welcome faculty,
staff, and students from all backgrounds and want everyone at UC Berkeley to feel respected and valued.

We are all responsible for creating a learning environment that is welcoming, inclusive, equitable, and respectful. If you
feel that these expectations are not being met, you can consult me or the GSI. The expectation in this class is that we all live
up to this responsibility, even during vigorous debate or disagreement. The resources listed below may help individual students
feel a sense of belonging.

For more information about academic supportive measures, please see the Academic Accommodations hub website:
https://evcp.berkeley.edu/programs-resources/academic-accommodations-hub. This website provides a range of helpful cam-
pus resources to help ensure all students have a fair chance at academic success.

Academic Honesty
Cheating and plagiarism will not be tolerated. I strongly encourage you to review the University’s policies regarding academic
honesty, which you can read here.

• The problem sets are “open book” and “open notes.” However, you may not make use of answer keys or graded assign-
ments provided by students from previous years.

All cases of cheating or plagiarism will be referred to the University Office of Student Conduct.

Grade Appeals
If you wish to appeal the grading of an exam or assignment, you must staple to the original graded exam or assignment a note
that states which question(s) is (are) to be re-graded and why you believe that your answer deserves more credit. Nothing
additional (notes, explanations, etc.) should be written on the original assignment and NO changes or erasures should be made
on the original before regrading.

Grade appeals will only be considered if submitted, in writing, up to one week after the assignment is returned. No
adjustments will be made to final grades under any circumstances.

Students with disabilities
The purpose of academic accommodations is to ensure that all students have a fair chance at academic success. Disability, or
hardships such as basic needs insecurity, uncertain documentation and immigration status, medical and mental health concerns,
pregnancy and parenting, significant familial distress, and experiencing sexual violence or harassment, can affect a student’s
ability to satisfy particular course requirements. Students have the right to reasonable academic accommodations, without
having to disclose personal information to instructors. For more information about accommodations, please see the Academic
Accommodations hub website: https://evcp.berkeley.edu/programs-resources/academic-accommodations-hub. This website
also provides a range of helpful campus resources.

If you have a disability, or think you may have a disability, you can work with the Disabled Students’ Program (DSP) to
request an official accommodation. The Disabled Students’ Program (DSP) is the campus office responsible for authorizing
disability-related academic accommodations, in cooperation with the students themselves and their instructors. You can find
more information about DSP, including contact information and the application process here: dsp.berkeley.edu. If you have
already been approved for accommodations through DSP, please meet with me so we can develop an implementation plan
together.

Students who need academic accommodations or have questions about their accommodations should contact DSP, located
at 260 César Chávez Student Center. Students may call 642-0518 (voice), 642-6376 (TTY), or e-mail dsp@berkelely.edu.

Students with disabilities enrolled in this course who may need disability-related classroom accommodations are encour-
aged to make an appointment to see me before the end of the second week of the quarter. All conversations will remain
confidential. Please also arrange to have the required documentation sent to me for any accommodations as soon as possible.
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Scheduling Conflicts
Scheduling Conflicts: Please notify me by the second week of the term about any known or potential extracurricular conflicts
(such as religious observances, graduate or medical school interviews, or team activities). I will try my best to help you with
making accommodations, but I cannot promise them in all cases.

Gender Discrimination
Title IX prohibits gender discrimination, including sexual harassment, domestic and dating violence, sexual assault, and stalk-
ing. As UC employees, all course instructors and tutors are “Responsible Employees” and are therefore required to report
incidents of sexual violence, sexual harassment, or other conduct prohibited by University policy to the Title IX officer. In-
structors and tutors cannot keep reports of sexual harassment or sexual violence confidential, but the Title IX officer will
consider requests for confidentiality. Note that there are confidential resources available to you through UCB’s PATH to Care
Center, which serves survivors of sexual violence and sexual harassment; call their 24/7 Care Line at 510-643-2005.

Counseling and Psychological Services
Seeking help is a smart and courageous thing to do—for yourself and for those who care about you. If you need support, I am
happy to help you find the right campus resource who can help. You never need to disclose private personal information to me.

Students can schedule virtual services with Counseling and Psychological Services (CAPS) Monday-Friday from 8am-5pm.
At this time, they are limiting in-person services. For after-hours support, please call the 24/7 line at (855) 817-5667. Students
can book a counseling appointment on eTang or by calling (510) 642-9494. To consult with an Advocate or to schedule an
appointment, contact the PATH to Care Center at (510) 642-1988. These are confidential resources.

There are many resources on campus for students to help with study habits, anxiety, stress, and depression. Students are
encouraged to check out CAPS at UC Berkeley (https://uhs.berkeley.edu/caps) for these resources, such as readings on dealing
with stress and anxiety, group counseling sessions, mindfulness trainings, and other behavioral services. CAPS services are
often covered by UC SHIP.

If you or another student are facing an emergency, please call 911 or UCPD at (510) 642-3333.

Tips for Success
Students are encouraged to engage with readings before lecture. Lecture slides will be posted ahead of class, and students are
encouraged to print slides up slides for note-taking. Discussion section and problem sets will focus on applying lessons learned
in section. Attendance in lecture or discussion is not required, but strongly encouraged.

Students are encouraged to visit the Student Learning Center for more resources for success in the classroom. See
https://slc.berkeley.edu/home.

Acknowledgment of Land and Place
We recognize that Berkeley sits on the territory of xučyun (Huichin [Hoo-Choon]), the ancestral and unceded land of the
Chochenyo (Cho-chen-yo) speaking Ohlone people, the successors of the historic and sovereign Verona Band of Alameda
County. This land was and continues to be of great importance to the Muwekma (Muh-wek-muh) Ohlone Tribe and other
familial descendants of the Verona Band.

We recognize that every member of the Berkeley community has benefitted, and continues to benefit, from the use and oc-
cupation of this land since the institution’s founding in 1868. Consistent with our values of community and diversity, we have a
responsibility to acknowledge and make visible the university’s relationship to Native peoples. By offering this Land Acknowl-
edgement, we affirm Indigenous sovereignty and will work to hold the University of California, Berkeley more accountable to
the needs of American Indian and Indigenous peoples. This statement was developed in partnership with the Muwekma Ohlone
Tribe and is a living document.
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Tentative Schedule
The following serves as a tentative schedule.

Week 1 – Introduction
Assignment Due: None

– Introduction, Definitions, Sampling Frames, and Total Survey Error

– Required: Robert M Groves and Lars Lyberg. “Total survey error: Past, present, and future”. In: Public opinion
quarterly 74.5 (2010), pp. 849–879

Week 2 – Sampling Designs
Assignment Due: PS 1

All references to chapters in Thompson come from the following book, available free as a PDF through the UC Berkeley library.

Required: Steven K Thompson. Sampling. Sampling, Third Edition. Wiley Online Library, 2012

Topics:

– Design Linear Estimators

– Unequal Probability Sampling

Sampling Methods

– Simple random non-replacement sampling (Thompson – Chapter 2)

– Bernoulli sampling

– Stratified sampling (Thompson – Chapter 11)

– Cluster sampling (Thompson – Chapter 12)

– Multi-stage sampling (Thompson – Chapter 13)

– Replacement sampling

Estimators

– Horvitz-Thompson (Thompson – Chapter 6) and Ratio Estimators (Thompson – Chapter 7)

– Inference (Thomson – Chapter 3 and 4)

Week 3 – Experimental Design
Assignment Due: PS 2

– (*) Required: Rose McDermott. “Experimental Methods in Political Science”. In: Annual Review of Political Science
5.1 (2002), pp. 31–61. URL: https://doi.org/10.1146/annurev.polisci.5.091001.170657

– (*) Required: Graeme Blair et al. “Declaring and Diagnosing Research Designs”. In: American Political Science Review
113.3 (2019), pp. 838–859. DOI: 10.1017/S0003055419000194

Optional companion reading: https://book.declaredesign.org/index.html

– [Suggested background on causal inference:] Guido W. Imbens and Donald B. Rubin. Causal Inference for Statistics,
Social, and Biomedical Sciences: An Introduction. Cambridge University Press, 2015. DOI: 10.1017/CBO9781139025751

- Part I (Chapters 1-3), Part II (Chapters 4-6, 9-10)
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– [Suggested:] Peter M. Aronow and Joel A. Middleton. “A Class of Unbiased Estimators of the Average Treatment Effect
in Randomized Experiments”. In: Journal of Causal Inference 1.1 (2013), pp. 135–154. DOI: doi:10.1515/jci-
2012-0009

– [Suggested:] Peng Ding, Xinran Li, and Luke W. Miratrix. “Bridging Finite and Super Population Causal Inference”.
In: Journal of Causal Inference 5.2 (2017), p. 20160027. DOI: doi:10.1515/jci-2016-0027

– [Suggested:] Nicole E. Pashley and Luke W. Miratrix. “Block What You Can, Except When You Shouldn’t”. In:
Journal of Educational and Behavioral Statistics 47.1 (2022), pp. 69–100. URL: https://doi.org/10.3102/
10769986211027240

Week 4 – Model-Assisted Estimation
Assignment Due: PS 3

Surveys

– Required: F Jay Breidt and Jean D Opsomer. “Model-assisted survey estimation with modern prediction tech-
niques”. In: Statistical Science 32.2 (2017), pp. 190–205. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1214/16-STS589

Experiments

– Required: Winston Lin. “Agnostic notes on regression adjustments to experimental data: Reexamining Freedman’s
critique”. In: The Annals of Applied Statistics 7.1 (2013), pp. 295–318. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1214/
12-AOAS583

– [Suggested]: Guido W. Imbens and Donald B. Rubin. Causal Inference for Statistics, Social, and Biomedical
Sciences: An Introduction. Cambridge University Press, 2015. DOI: 10.1017/CBO9781139025751 [Chapter
7]

– [Suggested]: Fangzhou Su and Peng Ding. Model-assisted analyses of cluster-randomized experiments. 2021.
arXiv: 2104.04647 [stat.ME]

– [Suggested]: Alberto Abadie et al. “Sampling-Based versus Design-Based Uncertainty in Regression Analysis”.
In: Econometrica 88.1 (2020), pp. 265–296. DOI: https://doi.org/10.3982/ECTA12675

Week 5 – Weighting Methods
Assignment Due: Research Note Brainstorm

Auxiliary Data and Regression Estimation

– Required: Thompson Chapter 8

Calibration and Non-response

– Required: Devin Caughey et al. Target Estimation and Adjustment Weighting for Survey Nonresponse and Sampling
Bias. Cambridge University Press, 2020. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1017/9781108879217

– Suggested: Graham Kalton and Ismael Flores-Cervantes. “Weighting methods”. In: Journal of Official Statistics
19.2 (2003), p. 81
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Week 6 – Advanced Survey Weighting Methods and Intro to Weighting for Internal Validity
Guest Speaker: Natalie Jackson, Director of Research, PRRI
Assignment Due: PS4

– Erin Hartman, Chad Hazlett, and Ciara Sterbenz. Kpop: A kernel balancing approach for reducing specification assump-
tions in survey weighting. 2021. arXiv: 2107.08075 [stat.ME]

– Eli Ben-Michael, Avi Feller, and Erin Hartman. Multilevel calibration weighting for survey data. 2021. arXiv: 2102.
09052 [stat.ME]

Week 7 – Weighting Methods: Application to Internally Valid Causal Effects
Assignment Due: PS5

Propensity Score Weighting

– (*) Required: Peter C. Austin and Elizabeth A. Stuart. “Moving towards best practice when using inverse probabil-
ity of treatment weighting (IPTW) using the propensity score to estimate causal treatment effects in observational
studies”. In: Statistics in Medicine 34.28 (2015), pp. 3661–3679. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1002/sim.
6607

Balancing Weights

– Required: Jens Hainmueller. “Entropy balancing for causal effects: A multivariate reweighting method to produce
balanced samples in observational studies”. In: Political analysis 20.1 (2012), pp. 25–46. DOI: https://doi.
org/10.1093/pan/mpr025

Tradeoffs

– (*) Required: Eli Ben-Michael et al. “The Balancing Act in Causal Inference”. In: arXiv (2021). URL: https:
//arxiv.org/abs/2110.14831

Week 8 – Synth in Panel Data and Extensions
Guest Speaker: Delia Bailey, Senior VP of Data Science, YouGov
Assignment Due: none

– Required: Alberto Abadie, Alexis Diamond, and Jens Hainmueller. “Comparative Politics and the Synthetic Control
Method”. In: American Journal of Political Science 59.2 (2015), pp. 495–510. URL: https://onlinelibrary.
wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/ajps.12116

– (*) Required: Eli Ben-Michael, Avi Feller, and Jesse Rothstein. “Synthetic controls with staggered adoption”. In:
Journal of the Royal Statistical Society: Series B (Statistical Methodology) 84.2 (2022), pp. 351–381. URL: https:
//rss.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/rssb.12448
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Week 9 – External Validity
Assignment Due: Research Note – Update

– Required: Naoki Egami and Erin Hartman. Elements of External Validity: Framework, Design, and Analysis. 2020.
SSRN: https://ssrn.com/abstract=3775158

– (*) Required: Michael G. Findley, Kyosuke Kikuta, and Michael Denly. “External Validity”. In: Annual Review
of Political Science 24.1 (2021), pp. 365–393. URL: https://doi.org/10.1146/annurev-polisci-
041719-102556

– [Suggested]: Erin Hartman. “Generalizing Experimental Results”. In: Advances in Experimental Political Science
(2021), p. 385. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1017/9781108777919.027

– [Suggested]: Catherine R Lesko et al. “Generalizing study results: a potential outcomes perspective”. In: Epidemiology
(Cambridge, Mass.) 28.4 (2017), p. 553. DOI: https://dx.doi.org/10.1097/EDE.0000000000000664

– [Suggested]: Elizabeth Tipton and Robert B. Olsen. “A Review of Statistical Methods for Generalizing From Eval-
uations of Educational Interventions”. In: Educational Researcher 47.8 (2018), pp. 516–524. DOI: 10 . 3102 /
0013189X18781522

Week 10 – Practical Considerations in External Validity
Assignment Due: PS6

– (*) Elizabeth Tipton and Laura R. Peck. “A Design-Based Approach to Improve External Validity in Welfare Policy Eval-
uations”. In: Evaluation Review 41.4 (2017). PMID: 27474752, pp. 326–356. DOI: 10.1177/0193841X16655656

– (*) Luke W Miratrix et al. “Worth weighting? How to think about and use weights in survey experiments”. In: Political
Analysis 26.3 (2018), pp. 275–291. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1017/pan.2018.1

– Required: Naoki Egami and Erin Hartman. “Covariate selection for generalizing experimental results: Application to a
large-scale development program in Uganda”. In: Journal of the Royal Statistical Society: Series A (Statistics in Society)
184.4 (2021), pp. 1524–1548. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1111/rssa.12734

– [Suggested]: Roderick J Little and Sonya Vartivarian. “Does weighting for nonresponse increase the variance of survey
means?” In: Survey Methodology 31.2 (2005), p. 161. URL: https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/en/pub/
12-001-x/2005002/article/9046-eng.pdf?st=qQYPeBDA

– [Suggested]: Melody Huang et al. Leveraging Population Outcomes to Improve the Generalization of Experimental
Results. 2021. arXiv: 2111.01357 [stat.ME]

Week 11 – Spring Break – No Class

Week 12 – Sensitivity Analysis and Peer Review
Assignment Due: Outline and Preliminary Results

– Required: Melody Huang. Sensitivity Analysis in the Generalization of Experimental Results. 2022. arXiv: 2202.
03408 [stat.ME]

– [Suggested]: Trang Quynh Nguyen et al. “Sensitivity analysis for an unobserved moderator in RCT-to-target-population
generalization of treatment effects”. In: The Annals of Applied Statistics (2017), pp. 225–247. DOI: https://doi.
org/10.1214/16-AOAS1001
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Syllabus Hartman – PS236b

Week 13 – Doubly-Robust Methods
Assignment Due: PS7

– Required: Joseph DY Kang and Joseph L Schafer. “Demystifying double robustness: A comparison of alternative
strategies for estimating a population mean from incomplete data”. In: Statistical science (2007), pp. 523–539. DOI:
http://dx.doi.org/10.1214/07-STS227

– (*) Michele Jonsson Funk et al. “Doubly Robust Estimation of Causal Effects”. In: American Journal of Epidemiology
173.7 (Mar. 2011), pp. 761–767. ISSN: 0002-9262. DOI: 10.1093/aje/kwq439

– (*) Issa J. Dahabreh et al. “Extending inferences from a randomized trial to a new target population”. In: Statistics in
Medicine 39.14 (2020), pp. 1999–2014. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1002/sim.8426

– [Suggested:] Qingyuan Zhao and Daniel Percival. “Entropy Balancing is Doubly Robust”. In: Journal of Causal
Inference 5.1 (Nov. 2016). ISSN: 2193-3677. DOI: 10.1515/jci-2016-0010

Week 14 – Model-based vs. Design-based Estimation
Assignment Due: Research Note – Draft Due

– Required: [Suggested:] Thompson – Chapter 10

– Required: Chris Skinner and Jon Wakefield. “Introduction to the Design and Analysis of Complex Survey Data”. In:
Statistical Science 2 (2017), pp. 165–175. URL: https://doi.org/10.1214/17-STS614

– [Suggested:] Roderick J Little. “To model or not to model? Competing modes of inference for finite population
sampling”. In: Journal of the American Statistical Association 99.466 (2004), pp. 546–556. DOI: https://doi.
org/10.1198/016214504000000467

– [Suggested:] Jeffrey R. Lax and Justin H. Phillips. “How Should We Estimate Public Opinion in The States?” In:
American Journal of Political Science 53.1 (2009), pp. 107–121. DOI: https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1540-
5907.2008.00360.x

– [Suggested:] Elizabeth Tipton. “Stratified Sampling Using Cluster Analysis”. In: Evaluation Review 37.2 (2013),
pp. 109–139. ISSN: 0193-841X. DOI: 10.1177/0193841x13516324

Week 15 – Student Presentations and Wrap-Up
Assignment Due: Research Note – Peer Review Due

Week 16 – Reading Week
Assignment Due: Research Note – Reviews and Editor Comments Returned

Week 17 – Finals Due
Assignment Due: Research Note – Final Draft and Response Memo Due

This draft: January 16, 2023.
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